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Charters routinely waive monetary liability for bad business decisions by directors and managers (cf. DGCL 102(b)(7))

- if they didn’t, business judgment rule (BJR) would by default

Why do they do that?

- First principles answer – theory/model
- Simple cost-benefit argument
- Implications: desirability is context-specific (e.g., charities)
- Unified theory of duties of care & loyalty (continuum)
Argument in a nutshell

I always use free information
Known exceptions don't apply here
Courts (discovery) generate lots of information
E.g., alternative projections, negotiation notes
Use needs to be calibrated, but caps etc. can do that
But the cost-benefit tradeoff is (usually) unfavorable
Benefit of extra information low
Existing info good: stock price etc.
Extra info mediocre (courts = business experts)
Cost possibly high (opportunity costs of witnesses)
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Basic Argument: Model
= translation of standard principal-agent results

- Holmström (1979): “informative principle” (IP)
  - optimal to use signal if it is informative *somewhere*
    - i.e., improves inference about agent’s action
    - weight on signal may be small – not “full liability”
  - but: exception only concerns case where one relevant outcome completely unobserved (e.g., teaching-to-the test ...)
  - board, managers: there’s always the stock price
- [Chaigneau et al. (2015): IP doesn’t hold if first-order approach is invalid]
  - signal *may* not be useful for all/nothing decisions
  - but not harmful either
Basic Argument: Intuition

Two ways to think about additional signal:

- **Precision**: (weighted) average of two signals is more precise than either one of them
  - for same amount of information, less noise

- **Diversification**: two signals’ noises partially cancel out
Comments on the basic argument
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Risk-taking incentives
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is crucial: outsized liability not good
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Cost-Benefit Analysis: Overview

Basic argument leads to cost-benefit trade-off: using free signal is optimal, but

- signals aren't free (court costs)
- their benefits may be small
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- Courts themselves stress: they are not business experts
- Unlike in medicine etc., *no benchmark* for right decision
  - one-off nature of business decisions: running to stand still
  - cf. HBS: teaches “judgment” ...
- Decision-making procedure
  - imperfect proxy
  - predicated liability on it invites window-dressing
Costs: nothing special?

- [Direct litigation costs]
- Indirect litigation costs: D/O time defending/preventing litigation
  - scales with firm size, but so do benefits!
NB: General arguments for/against litigation

- Many.
- Apply to all litigation.
- Including litigation in contractual relationships (med mal etc.).
- But corporate litigation provides a larger bounty – attracts more bad litigation?
  - i.e., perhaps nothing particularly bad about corporate litigation, but with more at stake, more important to curb it?
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